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The Book of Revelation was written approximately
95AD by John the Apostle while he was
imprisoned on the island of Patmos.

Revelation uses over 400 quotes & symbols from
the Old Testament.

It was written in a time of persecution and is
believed to be written in code to possibly protect 

The purpose of this study is not to argue who is right or wrong, but to prepare everyone to Be Ready.
It is not our goal to combat against people with differing opinions, but to come together as one
church with one common goal: to become Kingdom minded. 

We do not pretend to know it all and cannot teach it all. But we will teach from the knowledge
and understanding we have, knowing that each time you study this Book, you gain more
knowledge than the time before. In any case, you will be blessed for studying this Book!

We believe that we are living in the last days and that our focus needs to be on what is to come and
the job that is still at hand.  

Please send your questions from Sunday Morning Teachings to Pastor Rick at:
info@riveroflifewellington.org
Please send your questions from Wednesday Night Teachings to Pastor Isaac at
pastorisaac@riveroflifewellington.org 

the church. Because the Jews knew the Old Testament so well, more meaning could be imparted by
referencing scripture they should already know. For the purposes of this study, we will say it is not
written in "code" but if you were Jewish, it would contain more meaning. 
The Old Testament is revealed in the New Testament, and the New Testament is concealed in the Old Testament. 

The Purposes Of This Study:

If you have any questions:

We will respond back to you, and post your questions and answers on the handout for the next week.

Theological Belief 
We are going to teach the book of Revelation from a pre-tribulation rapture point of view for the
following reasons:
1. The chronological order of the chapters places the rapture before the tribulation.
2. Types and shadows within the Old Testament place the rapture before the tribulation. 
3. Even though there are scriptures used to defend other opinions, the bulk of rapture and tribulation scriptures
defend the rapture coming before the tribulation.
4. River of Life falls under the Assemblies of God doctrinal belief, which agrees that the rapture will happen before
the tribulation.
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